ELITEFLEX™ 6 FT
CUSHION AND HARDBACK

BACKI NG S

EliteFlex 6 ft Cushion and Hardback.
Not just a pretty face.
™

Antron®, Ascend®, or UniversalSM
premium branded nylon 6,6
tufted face product.
Non-Woven Primary contains
45% recycled content and
enhances dimensional stability.
High-Performance Pre-Coat
increases yarn bundle
encapsulation and tuft lock
providing clean edges.

EliteFlex 6 ft Hardback

EliteFlex 6 ft Cushion

Thermoplastic Layer provides
an impermeable moisture barrier,
bonds carpet to secondary
backing, contains 65% recycled
content, and is PVC free.

Stabilizing Matrix enhances
dimensional stability and
contains 100% post-consumer
recycled content.
Reinforced Secondary
Backing Stabilizer adds
dimensional stability and
facilitates ease of removal.

SUITABLE™ 4UVT4, APT 411460, ELITEFLEX 6 FT CUSHION
MULTIPLAY™ 4MYT4, SUPER EVOLUTION 401380, ELITEFLEX 6 FT CUSHION
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24 lb. Density Polyurethane
Cushion provides lasting resiliency,
enhanced sound reduction, adds
underfoot comfort, reduces user
fatigue, extends appearance
retention of face carpet up to 50%,
contains 18% post-consumer
recycled content, and is PVC free.
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E LITE FLEX 6 FT

Introducing EliteFlex™ 6 ft Cushion and
EliteFlex™ 6 ft Hardback. A new flooring

When we say 6 ft, we mean it.

6 ft →

platform from Bentley.

6 ft →

6 ft →

EliteFlex 6 ft Cushion and
Hardback arrive in 6 ft wide
rolls and install seamlessly.

Premium fibers guarantee the best possible
appearance over the life of the product.
We choose only premium fibers like Antron® Type 6,6
Nylon, a high-performance yarn system designed to
recover over and over again. All of Bentley’s yarns are
engineered to resist soiling and staining, and remain
resilient, retaining texture and color even under the most
challenging conditions.
Product platforms designed to address
existing conditions make installation easier.
We design flooring products that resolve the
most common installation issues.
EliteFlex 6 ft installed with Healthbond™ 2399
Adhesive tolerates up to 100% RH. No RH or
pH testing required.
EliteFlex 6 ft Cushion and Hardback are PVC free and
therefore will not negatively react with moisture in the
slab, so there is no cause for concern about material
degradation or odor. And both are approved to install over
VAT, effectively eliminating the cost of abatement.
Dimensionally stable products install with
consistency and longevity.
With two distinct layers of stabilizing material embedded
in the construction, EliteFlex 6 ft Cushion and Hardback
won’t shrink away at the seams or across the floor when
products are not managed correctly or properly climatized.
Products engineered to recover to like-new condition,
hold up in heavy, commercial traffic.
EliteFlex 6 ft Cushion and EliteFlex 6 ft Hardback have
multiple layers specifically designed to absorb the impacts
of the heavily trafficked floor. In addition to providing

SHAPESHIFTER™ 4SET4, SUBATOMIC 400028, ELITEFLEX 6 FT CUSHION
REPOSE™ 8RJ26, DEVOTION 800232, HARMONY 800229, ELITEFLEX 6 FT CUSHION

comfort underfoot and reducing user fatigue, our highdensity, PVC free cushion has a long-lasting resiliency that
minimizes wear and tear, extending the appearance of the
face fiber by up to 50%.
We know maintenance is the best way to protect an
investment in flooring. Traffic, soiling, and spills can
destroy even the most beautiful installations. This
performance construction includes a moisture
impermeable layer that keeps spills close to the surface
for easier cleanup. EliteFlex installations sealed with
PermaWeld Premium Seam Sealer, ensure moisture does

Bentley has been making beautiful, award-winning, commercial
carpet for over 40 years. All the while, we’ve remained
convinced the success of our installations depends on our
commitment to manufacturing excellence, front to back.

not migrate through the seams. And the structurally stable,
six-foot-wide roll format is the perfect runway for larger
equipment, simplifying the maintenance process.
Compatible formats make material transitions
smooth and seamless.
EliteFlex 6 ft Cushion with 5 mm Luxury Vinyl Tile are
both high-performance choices for public institutions like
schools and hospitals. They can be installed side by side,
seamlessly. No transition strips required.
Well-being is the priority when material choices are
made that contribute to more comfortable, healthy,
and safe environments.
EliteFlex 6 ft, like the entire Bentley carpet offering,
is PVC free in alignment with the Living Building
Challenge’s Red List Free requirements.

Interior spaces benefit from an EliteFlex 6 ft Cushion
installation with improved acoustics; even the ambient
room temperature is warmed in winter months, by its
insulating effect on the slab. And Bentley’s solution-dyed
yarns never include topical soil and stain inhibitors
or antimicrobial treatments, which can be harmful to
the environment.
Guaranteeing beautiful, long-lasting flooring
installations builds lifelong relationships.
We appreciate the investment you make in flooring
and are dedicated to building trust and confidence
in the products and services we provide. Bentley’s
EliteFlex 6 ft Cushion and EliteFlex 6 ft Hardback are
delivered with a limited lifetime warranty*, guaranteed
for the life of the installation.

SUITABLE™ 4UVT4, APT 411460, ELITEFLEX 6 FT CUSHION
MULTIPLAY™ 4MYT4, SUPER EVOLUTION 401380, ELITEFLEX 6 FT CUSHION
Recycled Content
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Sustainability

Warranty

EliteFlex 6 ft Cushion backing structure

EliteFlex 6 ft Hardback backing structure

EliteFlex is certified Cradle to Cradle Silver, NSF®

*EliteFlex 6 ft is covered by our limited

contains 22% pre-consumer and 22%

contains 36% pre-consumer and 15%

140 Gold, and CRI Green Label Plus. Both meet

lifetime warranty for problems associated

post-consumer recycled content.

post-consumer recycled content.

California Proposition 65, the strictest regulation of

with edge ravel, delamination, tuft bind,

environmental chemicals of concern, nationally.

and moisture penetration.
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